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Heart 2 Heart • CURRICULUM

Senior Care Awareness K-12 Curriculum for Caring Careers Start Here Educators

Project Description:
The need for all areas of elderly care is projected to only increase in the state of 
Minnesota in the next five, ten, and fifteen years. To help encourage students to 
pursue these much needed careers, this curriculum is designed to help increase 
empathy and compassion for the elderly community, and to increase awareness 
for the necessity and availability of job positions in elderly care. Within this 
curriculum, one will find evidence-based curricula that are developmentally 
appropriate for each grade level, from kindergarten through 11th grade.

Each curriculum includes materials needed, an outline of how to execute the 
lesson, and an evaluation procedure that is appropriate for that lesson plan 
and grade of the students. The appendices provide resources utilized in every 
curriculum and any additional resources that may provide more information 
regarding a wide range of topics, including empathy training and career planning.

This curriculum is adopted from a collaboration between HealthForce Minnesota 
and the Winona State University Counselor Education Department School 
Counseling Practice Class. Developed Spring 2018, Rochester, MN
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KINDERGARTEN LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Kindergarten Careers
Time Needed: 20 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Developing empathy for elderly adults
 2.  Identify strengths of elderly adults
 3.  Being able to describe how they can build positive relationships with elderly people in   

  their lives 

Materials:  
 •   Miss Tizzy written by Libba Moore Gray (1998)
 •   Blank, unlined paper (1-2 sheets per student)

Procedure:  
 1.   Greet the students and explain to the students that today they are going to be learning   

  about grandparents, what they do to help us and how to help them.
   a.  Ask students the following questions:
    i. “Raise your hand if you have a grandpa/grandma or live near grandpa/   

    grandma.”
    ii.   “What do you like the most about them?”
    iii.  “What are your favorite fun things you like to do with them?”
    iv.  “How do you, your siblings, or your parents already help them?”
     1.  Provide generic examples if they are struggling to think of things that   

     they do already that help them.
 2.  Wrap-up discussion and transition to Miss Tizzy. Explain that they are going to read a 
   story about a special grandma and what kids did to help her. “Now, ! want you all to pay   

  attention and try to remember some of the helpful things that both the grandma and   
  the kids did for each other.”

 3.  Begin reading Miss Tizzy.
 4.  Transition to discussion: “Thank you all for listening so well to the wonderful story 
   about Miss Tizzy and the kids in her neighborhood.”
 5.  Ask these questions:
   a. “Now, who can tell me about some of the things that Miss Tizzy did for the kids   

   in the neighborhood?”
    i.  “How do you think the kids felt when Miss Tizzy did all of those fun and helpful   

    things for them?”
   b.  “When Miss Tizzy was sick, what did the neighborhood kids do for Miss Tizzy?” 
    i. “Do you think Miss Tizzy liked the helpful things the kids did for her? Why?”
   c.  “What is one fun or helpful thing from the story that you can do for the grandpas   

   and grandmas in your life?”
 6.  Conclude the lesson.
 7.   To evaluate how receptive the classroom was to helping behaviors, have the classroom   

  teacher give the students a blank sheet of paper and have them draw a picture of   
  helpful behaviors they saw in the story.
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KINDERGARTEN LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Kindergarten Careers (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •  Process data:
   •  Who: Kindergarten students
   •  What: Lesson on grandparents
   •  When: First trimester in-classroom counseling lesson
   •  Where/how: In-classroom with curriculum and materials
 •  Perception data:
   •  Attitudes: Empathy
   •  Skills: Caring behavior
   •  Knowledge: Everyone needs help
 •  Outcome data:
   •  Post-Test: Examine pictures the students drew to see if they remember any helpful   

   behaviors shared between Miss Tizzy and the neighborhood children or helpful   
   behaviors they already do.

ASCA Standards:  
 •  C:A1.3 - Develop an awareness of personal abilities, skills, interests and motivations
 •  C:A1.2 - Learn about the variety of traditional and non-traditional occupations
 •  PS:A2.3 - Recognize, accept, respect and appreciate individual differences

Resources:  
 Abitov, I. R. & Gorodetskaya, I. M. (2016). Self-regulation and experience of loneliness of   

 elderly people who live in social care residences. International Journal Of Environmental   
 And Science Education, 11(6), 1021-1029.

 American School Counselor Association (2004). ASCA national standards for students.
  Alexandria, VA: Author.
 Gray, L. M. (1998). Miss Tizzy. New York City: Simon & Schuster Publishing-Aladdin Picture   

 Books.

Developed by: Adam Bahr, Katie Burger, Jenna Dokken, and Brittany Stein 
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1ST GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Making Friendships with All
Time Needed: 20 - 25 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Understanding empathy with the elderly community.
 2.  Development of relationships with the elderly community.
 3.  Knowledge about nursing homes and assisted living communities. 

Materials:  
 •   Mr. George Baker written by Amy Hest (2007)
 •   Friendship skills list (See Appendix)
 •   Blank, unlined paper (1-2 sheets per student)

Procedure:  
 1.   Greet the class and explain that they will be learning about friendship and special   

  friends.
 2.  Explain to the class that the story they are going to read is about two friends who are   

  both learning how to read. Tell the student to pay close attention to the similarities and
   differences between the two friends they will be learning about.
 3.  Read Mr. George Baker.
 4.  Have a discussion about how the two friends, Mr. Baker and Harry, had a lot of    

  differences but more importantly had more similarities. Who can tell me about some of
   the similarities between our two friends?”
   a.  Explain to the first graders that friendships can form between people who are both
    similar and different at the same time.
   b.  Discuss how Mr. Baker and Harry chose to build a friendship on similarities and how  

   their similarities helped them overcome their differences.
   c.  Ask the students “what types of things did these friends say to each other or do for
    each other that made them friends?”
   d.  Ask the students if they know anyone who is like Mr. Baker.
    i.  “Do you think other people who are like Mr. Baker would like to get a drawing   

    from someone like you?”
     1.  Explain to the students that many people like receiving cards and
      drawings from artists such as themselves, but often do not get
      drawings as much as they would like.
    ii.  “So, I want you all to draw some amazing pictures for our friends like Mr. Baker   

    who live in the nursing home in town.” Define nursing home: a nursing home is   
    a home where elderly adults get 24-hour care if they need help with activities   
    of daily living. 

 5.  Have the class draw pictures for the remainder of the session.
 6.  Collect drawings and bring to nursing home/assisted living center.
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1st GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Making Friendships with All (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •  Process data:
   •  Who: First graders
   •  What: Lesson on grandparents
   •  When: First trimester in-classroom counseling lesson
   •  Where/how: In-classroom with curriculum and materials
 •  Perception data:
   •  Attitudes: Empathy
   •  Skills: Caring behavior and friendship building skills
   •  Knowledge: Situational empathy processes
 •  Outcome data:
   •  Post-Test: Complete a verbal assessment of the students’ friendship skills 
    (See Appendix)

ASCA Standards:  
 •  C:A1.3 - Develop an awareness of personal abilities, skills, interests and motivations
 •  C:A1.2 - Learn about the variety of traditional and non-traditional occupations
 •  PS:A2.3 - Recognize, accept, respect and appreciate individual differences

Resources:  
 Abitov, I. R. & Gorodetskaya, I. M. (2016). Self-regulation and experience of loneliness of   

 elderly people who live in social care residences. International Journal Of Environmental   
 And Science Education, 11(6), 1021-1029.

 American School Counselor Association (2004). ASCA national standards for students.
  Alexandria, VA: Author.
 Hest, A. (2007). Mr. George Baker. New York City: Scholastic Publishing..

Developed by: Adam Bahr, Katie Burger, Jenna Dokken & Brittany Stein 
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2nd GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Reading Buddiesl
Time Needed: 20 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 1. Identify strengths within the elderly community.
 2. Identify similarities and differences between second graders and the elderly community.
 3. Make direct connections with elderly individuals in the community.

Materials:  
 •   Song and Dance Man written by Karen Ackerman (1988)
 •   Blank, unlined paper (1-2 sheets per student)

Preparation:  
 1.   Option A: Contact a local assisted living community and see if they are interested in
   having a few volunteers pair up and read with second graders who want to show off   

  their reading skills.
 2.  Option B: If they are not interested, contact local retired teachers or grandparents and 
   see if they would be interested in coming to the school and reading with second graders.
 3.  Option C: Contact the students’ grandparents and ask if they would be interested in
   reading with their grandchild(ren) and classmates.

Procedure:  
 1.   Greet the class and introduce the book by telling the students that they will be reading
   about great storytellers. In this story, we will be reading about an elderly man who has
   some stories to share with us.
 2.  Read Song and Dance Man
 3.  After the story, ask the students these questions:
   a.  “Why do you think elderly people can tell us great stories?”
   b.  “What is something you learned about elderly people?”
 4.  Explain that next week the students will be meeting up with a special reading buddy
   (Option A, B, or C)
   a.  Option A: In preparation for the visit to the assisted living center, ask the
    following question:
    i.  “How can you be respectful when visiting someone else’s home?”
    ii.  Make sure to tell the students to: use quiet voices, walk quietly, put things
     away that they take out, have helpful behaviors.
   b.  Options B and C: Explain to the students that they will be listening and reading
    along with their special reading buddy. 
    i.  Have the students list respectful behaviors when there is a visitor in the classroom.
 5.  End lesson with them excited to read with their Special Reading Buddy.
 6.  After the Special Reading Buddy event, have students draw a picture and/or write two
   sentences about their favorite part about reading with their special reading buddy.
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2nd GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Reading Buddies (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •  Process data:
   •  Who: Second graders
   •  What: Lesson on grandparents and friendship with the elderly
   •  When: First trimester in-classroom counseling session
   •  Where/how: In-classroom with curriculum and materials
 •  Perception data:
   •  Attitudes: Empathy
   •  Skills: Caring behaviors and friendship building skills
   •  Knowledge: Situational empathy process
 •  Outcome data:
   •  Post-Test: Have students draw/write about their favorite part about their special
    learning buddy.

ASCA Standards:  
 •  C:A1.3 - Develop an awareness of personal abilities, skills, interests and motivations
 •  C:A1.2 - Learn about the variety of traditional and non-traditional occupations
 •  PS:A2.3 - Recognize, accept, respect and appreciate individual differences

Resources:  
 Ackerman, K. (1988). Song and dance man. Oklahoma: Dragonfly Publishing, Inc.
 American School Counselor Association (2004). ASCA national standards for students.
  Alexandria, VA: Author..

Developed by: Adam Bahr, Katie Burger, Jenna Dokken & Brittany Stein 
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3rd GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Ability Awareness
Time Needed: 35 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Students will be able to define what a disability is by the end of the lesson.
 2.  Students will participate in an activity in which they will ‘lose abilities’ to build empathy.
 3.  Students will explore ways to sensitively communicate and include people with
   disabilities. 

Materials:  
 •   Rubber bands
 •   Plastic cups
 •   Headphones
 •   Whiteboard or chart paper and markers, or SmartBoard

Procedure:  
 1.   First, as a large group, ask the class what a disability is. Write on chart paper or board.
 2.  As a whole group, brainstorm examples of different kinds of disabilities.
 3.  Ask the class if any of them have ever seen or met someone with a disability.
 4.  Give the instructions for the activity to the students: See appendix for instructions.
 5.  Students will participate in an activity with cups and rubber bands to help them better
   understand disabilities. Students will complete two rounds of the activity. During the
   first round everyone can use all of their abilities, and during the second round, the
   counselor should assign each member a limitation from the following:
   a.  One student can’t talk
   b.  One person wears headphones
   c.  One person wears a blindfold
   d.  One person uses only their non-dominant hand
 6.  Once students have finished, process the activity with them as follows:
   a.  “What was the most difficult part of this activity?”
   b.  “What was it like to not be able to use all of your abilities?”
   c.  “How might you feel if the ability you had taken away during the activity was taken   

   away from you for the rest of your life?”
   d.  “What are some ways you might be able to include people who have disabilities at
    school?”
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3rd GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Ability Awareness (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •  Process data:
   •  Who: Third grade students
   •  What: Learn about different abilities and disabilities that individuals can have
   •  When: 35 minutes
   •  Where: Third grade classroom
 •  Outcome data: 
   •  Third graders will write on an ‘exit ticket’ what the most difficult disability was for   

   them to complete during the activity and why.

ASCA Standards:  
 •  A:B1.2 - Learn and apply critical-thinking skills
 •  C:A1.3 - Develop an awareness of personal abilities, skills, interests, and motivations
 •  PS.B1.7 - Demonstrate a respect and appreciation for individual and cultural differences

Resources:  
 Teaching Tolerance. (2018). What is differently abled? Retrieved from
  https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/tolerance-lessons/what-is-differently-abled.
 Rannp, J. (2014, February). Team building activity: Tower of cups. Retrieved from:
  https://thewaterlilyway.wordpress.com/2014/02/25/team-building-activity-tower-of-cups/.

Developed by: Wesley Costa, Lincoln Gergen, Meghan Ihrke, Madeline Miller 
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4th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Interview
Time Needed: 1 Hour

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Students will gain a better understanding of the lives of people aged 60 years and older.
 2.  Students will learn about the interviewing process and complete a written or oral    

  interview.
 3.  Students will effectively communicate the information by creating their own interview   

  podcasts regarding their anticipated responses compared to the actual responses.

Materials:  
 •   Audio recording device
 •   Computer lab use, iPad cart check-out, or personal recording device
 •   Paper
 •   Pencil

Procedure:  
 1.   Greet the students and ask the class what an interview is or looks like. Have a    

  discussion about what they already know about the interviewing process.
 2.  Inform students that interviewing adults is a good way to gather information.
 3.  Introduce the assignment they are going to complete.
   a.  “Fourth graders, in order to learn more about senior citizens and what is important to 
    them, you will each choose one adult aged 60 years or older to interview. This could be   

   a grandparent, great-grandparent, neighbor, or family friend. The goal is to learn how to  
   write thoughtful interview questions and share with the group after you are done.”

 4.  Have each student pick an adult (60 +) in their lives to interview.
 5.  Instruct students to write the questions via paper and pencil or have them record the   

  interview on a technological device.
 6.  Below are examples of questions students can ask their interviewee:
   a.  Question 1: “What is your favorite hobby/activity?”
   b.  Question 2: “What was your first job? What was your most memorable job?”
   c.  Question 3: “What was school like for you as a kid?”
   d.  Question 4: “When you were my age, what did you want to be when you grew up?”
   e.  Question 5: “What are things you can do now and couldn’t do when you were younger?”
   f.  Question 6: “What are some of the biggest changes you’ve seen in your lifetime?”
   g.  Question 7: “How would you like to be remembered?”
 7.   Ask students to make an inference on how their senior citizen will answer each question.
   a.  “Class, in order to be able to look at and compare your perspective to the perspective   

   of senior citizens, we are going make an inference or prediction on what your    
   interviewee might say.”

 8.  Have students write down an inference or prediction of what their interviewee might say.
 9.  Students will interview a senior citizen outside of class.
 10.  Students will share their interview with the class and share with the whole group three   

  new things they learned about the person they interviewed.
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4th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Interview (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •  Process data:
   •  Who: Fourth grade students
   •  What: Learn more information about the senior citizen population
   •  When: One-time interview outside the classroom
   •  Where: Within the community
 •  Outcome data:
   •  Students will complete an interview and share it with their class.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   A:A3.2 - Demonstrate the ability to work independently, as well as the ability to work   

  cooperatively with other students
 •   C:A2.1 - Acquire employability skills such as working on a team, problem-solving and
   organizational skills
 •   PS:A2.2 - Respect alternative points of view

Developed by: Wesley Costa, Lincoln Gergen, Meghan Ihrke, Madeline Miller
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5th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Career Interest Inventory
Time Needed: 45 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Students will gain awareness about their interests by completing an elementary career   

  interest  inventory.
 2.  Students will be able to successfully complete and interpret the data from their career   

  interest inventories.
 3.  Students will effectively present their information to their peers.

Materials:  
 •   Elementary Career Interest Inventory
 •   Interest Inventory (See appendix)
 •   Index cards
 •   Pens/pencils

Procedure:  
 1.   Greet the class and inform the class that they will be completing an interest inventory.   

  Discuss as a large group what an interest inventory is and what the information is for.
   a.  “Class, today we are going to each complete something called an interest inventory. 
    Does anyone have any ideas on what an interest inventory is and what it is for?”
 2.  As students respond to this probing question, you may write their answers on a    

  whiteboard or chart paper.
 3.  After students provide some ideas on what an interest inventory is, provide the answer   

  to what an interest is and what it is used for.
   a.  “An interest inventory is a tool to help students and adults figure out what career   

   path they might enjoy based on what they like and dislike.”
   b.  Inform the students that an interest inventory can be taken online, or with paper   

   and pencil.
 4.  Distribute the interest inventory to the class. Instruct the class to fill out the assessment
   individually.
 5.  Answer questions for students as they arise while taking the assessment.
 6.   Model for students how to analyze their results as a class.
 7.   Instruct students to determine their top three interest areas individually.
 8.  As a whole group, discuss individual student results.
 9.  As a whole group, discuss careers that fall under each interest area.
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5th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Career Interest Inventory (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •   Process data:
   •  Who: Fifth graders groups of 3-4 students
   •  What: Research personal career interest areas based off an inventory and present
    research results.
   •  When: Group time/research
   •  Where: Fifth grade classroom
 •   Outcome data: 
   •  All students will be able to identify their top three interest areas according to the   

   interest inventory on an index card.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   A:B2.7 - Identify post-secondary options consistent with interests, achievement, aptitude  

  and abilities
 •   C:B1.2 - Identify personal skills, interests and abilities and relate them to current career   

  choice
 •   PS:A2.3 - Recognize, accept, respect, and appreciate individual differences

Resources:  
 Career Wonders SD Dept. of Labor and Regulation. (2011). [Interest survey, 2011]. 
  Adapted from “Who R U” interest survey with permission from Virginia Career View. 
  Retrieved from https://docs.google.com/a/pineisland.k12.mn.us       

 viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Z3JlZW52aWxsZ
  XNjaG9vbHMudXN8a2Job3dhcmR8Z3g6Mzg3ZTY2NWUyYjcyOGNmYg

Developed by: Wesley Costa, Lincoln Gergen, Meghan Ihrke, Madeline Miller
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6th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Find Your “Sole” Mate
Time Needed: Approximately 30 minutes

Learning Objectives:
 Students will:
 •   Practice expressing their own emotions
 •   Practice ways to express empathy for others
 •   Reflect on the impact of their empathy on others

Materials:  
 •   24 stories from local seniors (depending on class sizes)
 •   Shoe templates
 •   Emotions chart/poster (optional)
 •   A classroom space large enough for students to spread out in dyads

Procedure:  
 1.   Counselor(s) will communicate with a local senior care facility or other organization to 
   gather brief (3-4 sentence), anonymous stories from elderly residents or members about   

     their present life situation. Ideally, this would provide around 24 school-appropriate stories   
  that evoke a sense of empathy for the elderly. If this is not a possibility, counselor(s) may   
    find or create appropriate stories using other resources. Counselor(s) will write their 

   stories in the provided shoe templates.
 2.   Introduce the lesson with a discussion on the concept of “walking in someone else’s    

   shoes.” Ask what this means to the students and tie it into a discussion of empathy.    
  What do they already know about what empathy means? How do they notice when they are  
  being empathetic - or not?

 3.   Introduce activity: “Today, we will be practicing expressing empathy through our activity.   
  First, you will each receive a cut-out picture of a shoe with a story on it. Read the story to   
  yourselves, and then, when everyone is done, find the person with the match to your shoe -   
  your “sole” mate. Your stories may be similar, or they may be different.”

   a.  Counselors will pass out shoes and students will read the story on their given shoe   
   and find  their “sole” mate.

   b.  Once the students have found their “sole” mates, the counselor continues as follows:
 4.  “With your “sole” mate, please discuss the stories on your shoes. What is happening in 
   the life of that person? How does that make you feel? If that person were sitting in front of 
   you now, how might you respond to that person in a caring, empathetic way? You can also   

  discuss how  you think the two people represented by your stories might be empathetic for  
  each other, regardless of how similar or different their stories are.”

   a.  Students discuss in dyads, while the counselor roams around the room to make sure   
   conversations are on topic, positive, and appropriate.

   b.  Students should complete sentences written on the backs of each shoe: “I felt ______,” 
    “I thought _________,” and “My wish for them is ___________.” 
 5.   After the dyads are finished discussing these topics, the counselor brings the whole group   

  back together (to their original seats) to process what they learned and what it might mean  
  to have empathy for the elderly based on the stories they read, including if they think they   
  can be empathetic towards seniors. Students should discuss what they shared in their   
  dyads as well.
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6th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Find Your “Sole” Mate (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •   Perception Data: 
   •  Students think they can be empathetic towards seniors.
   •  Goal: 75% of 6th graders think they can be empathetic towards seniors.
 •   Performance Data: 
   •  Students are empathetic towards the stories they share in their dyads about 75% or   

   more of the time during the lesson.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   PS:A2.2 - Respect alternative points of view
 •   PS:A2.3 - Recognize, accept, respect and appreciate individual differences
 •   PS:A2.6 - Use effective communications skills

Resources:  
 American School Counselor Association (2004). ASCA National Standards for Students.
  Alexandria, VA: Author.
 Teaching Tolerance. (n.d.). Someone else’s shoes. Retrieved from
 	 https://www.tolerance.org/sites/default/files/general/someone%20else’s%20shoes.pdf

Developed by: Abigail Mundy, Megan Reyes, and Chelsey Windl
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7th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Aging Simulation
Time Needed: Approximately 1 hour

Learning Objectives:
 Students will:
 •   Experience some common effects of aging
 •   Develop empathy for elderly

Materials:  
 •   Walkers, canes, and wheelchairs if available
 •   Safety glasses (scuffed up)
 •   Cotton balls, non-latex gloves, rubber bands
 •   Popcorn kernels
 •   Button down shirt(s)
 •   Newspaper
 •   Straws, two different kinds of juice of the same color, cups

Procedure:  
 1.   Counselor(s) will prepare for this lesson by setting up the five stations with the necessary   

  materials, including the typed statistics and directions for each corresponding station.
 2.  Counselor(s) will begin by leading a brief discussion about what it means to grow old.
   What happens to the body as people age? What limitations might they have?
 3.  Students will partner up; one will be the elderly individual and the other will be their   

  caretaker.  The caregiver’s job is to assist the elderly individual only if asked, or if they 
   feel it is unsafe for the elderly individual to perform the task on their own. The elderly 
   individual will place a small handful of corn kernels in each of their shoes. This    

  simulates the pain caused by a loss of fatty tissue (Stares, 2013). They will be encouraged   
  to keep them in their shoes the entire time as the elderly individual; however, they may 

   remove them if it becomes too painful. Before they begin the stations, the counselor will   
  recite a sequence of seven numbers (i.e., 3190752).  The students taking on the elderly   
  role will be asked to remember this sequence without writing it down until they    
     complete all of the stations. Pairs of students will then proceed to the following stations:

   a.  Fine Motor Skills: Of those 65 and older, nearly half have been diagnosed with some   
   type of arthritis (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018).

    i.  At this station, students playing the role of the elderly individual will put on the 
     non-latex gloves and place a rubber band over their fingers on each of their   

    hands. Then, they will put on a shirt, button it all the way up, then unbutton 
     it, take it off, and move on to the next station.
   b.  Vision: Roughly 95% of older adults age 70 or older, develop cataracts or another type  

   of vision impairment (Through Their Eyes Project, n.d.).
    i.  The elderly individual will put on a pair of scuffed up glasses. Using a copy of a   

    local newspaper, turn to the sports section, find and read an article aloud to their  
    caregiver in order to determine the score of a recent sporting event.
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7th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Aging Simulation

Procedure (continued):  
   c.  Hearing: Hearing loss often occurs as individuals get older. According to the National   

   Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD), about a quarter of  
   adults age 65-74 and half of those 75 and older experience debilitating hearing loss.

    i.  The student portraying the older adult will stuff cotton balls in their ears. The   
    counselor or teacher leading the lesson may choose one of the following options:

     1.  Have the student call a friend or family member and explain what they are 
      doing and ask what the other person is doing. They may also do this by   

     calling the office, counselor, or another teacher’s phone.
     2.  Have the pair of students have a conversation after which the student    

            pretending to be an elderly individual will summarize what the caregiver said.
     3.  Play well-known songs and have the student portraying an older adult to   

     guess the song.
   d.  Taste and Smell: Taste is often linked to smell; if an individual’s ability to smell is   

   impacted, so is their ability to taste. As you age, especially after the age of 60, the   
   number of taste buds you have is reduced and those that remain shrink in size. Over   
   time, your sense of smell also decreases, particularly after the age of 70 (United 

    States National Library of  Medicine, 2018a).
    i.  The elderly individual will put cotton balls in their nostrils (the cotton balls may   

    be ripped if they are too large). They will be given two cups, each with a different   
    flavor of juice. The juices must be the same color as this may impact their ability   
    to differentiate between flavors (i.e., cherry vs. cranberry).

   e.  Gross Motor Skills, Accessibility, and Respiratory Issues: As we age, our “bones    
   become thinner and change shape” (United States National Library of Medicine,   
   2018b). This includes the ribcage, which can restrict the lungs when breathing. The   
   diaphragm, a muscle that plays an important role in breathing, also weakens, making 

    it more difficult to breathe (United States National Library of Medicine, 2018b).
    i.  The elderly individual will place a straw in their mouth and will be encouraged to 
     only breathe through the straw, however, if it becomes too difficult for students   

    to breathe, they may breathe through their nose or remove the straw entirely. (Be 
     aware of any students who may have respiratory issues) They will then walk up 
     a level of stairs or you may create a designated route around the school if your 
     school does not have stairs. The students will try to find an accessible bathroom, 
     go in and determine if it is truly accessible for anyone with a walker or 
     wheelchair, and return to the classroom. If available, students may use canes,   

    walkers, or wheelchairs during this station.
 4.  Once the elderly individual completes all of the tasks, the partners will switch roles and   

  move through the stations once again.
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7th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Aging Simulation

Procedure (continued):  
 5.  Students will complete a reflection worksheet based on their experiences. The worksheet
   should include the following reflection questions.
   a.  As the elderly individual…
    i.  What was the 7-digit number we asked you to remember at the beginning of this   

    activity?
    ii.  Describe any difficulties or limitations you experienced during this activity.
    iii.  Did you ever ask for help from your caregiver? Why or why not?
    iv.  How did this experience make you feel?
   b.  As the caregiver…
    i.  How did the experience make you feel?
    ii.  Why was your role important?
    iii.  Did you help your partner with any of the tasks? Why or why not?
    iv.  What did you like or dislike about your job?
    v.  Do you have any interest in working with older adults?
   c.  In general…
    i.  What was one thing you will take away from this experience?
    ii.  Do you view older adults differently after completing this activity? If so, how?
 6.  In a large group discussion, teachers or counselors will discuss the students’ answers to   

  the worksheet as well as the suggested question below. The counselor should also point 
   out that according to the National Institutes of Health (NIH), it is expected that the older   

  adult population of the United States, age 65 and older, will almost double by 2050, from   
  about 48 million to 88 million (NIH, 2016).

   a.  As you may have noticed, none of the statistics at the stations said that 100% of older  
   adults experience a particular issue. What are some things we can do now to help   
   prevent these things from happening later in life?
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7th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Aging Simulation (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •   Perception Data:
   •  Students have a better understanding of the negative effects of aging on the body
    (e.g., sight, hearing, smell, fine and gross motor skills, and memory).
   •  Students have a greater appreciation for what their bodies are currently capable of 
    and empathy for those who have physical or mental impairments.
   •  Students perceive older adults more positively.
   •  Students are more interested in working with older adults.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   PS:A2.6 - Use effective communications skills
 •   C:A1.3 - Develop an awareness of personal abilities, skills, interests and motivations
 •   C:B1.8 - Understand how changing economic and societal needs influence employment   

  trends and future training

Resources:  
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2018, January 11). Arthritis-related statistics. 
  Retrieved from https://www.cdc.gov/arthritis/data_statistics/arthritis-relatedstats.htm
 National Institutes of Health. (2016, March 28). World’s	older	population	grows	dramatically.	  

 Retrieved from https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/worldsolder-population-  
 grows-dramatically

 Quick Statistics About Hearing. (2016, December 15). 
  Retrieved from https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/statistics/quick-statistics-hearing
 Stares, N. (2013, August 6). Aging empathy exercise. Retrieved from 
  https://challenges.openideo.com/challenge/mayo-clinic/refinement/aging-empathyexercise.
 Through Their Eyes Project (n.d.). Aging simulation. 
  Retrieved from https://throughtheireyesproject.com/simulation/.
 United States Department of Health and Human Services National Institutes of Health 
  (2016, December 15). Quick statistics about hearing. 
  Retrieved from https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/statistics/quick-statistics-hearing.
 United States National Library of Medicine. (2018 April 5). Aging changes in the senses.
  Retrieved from https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/004013.htm.
 United States National Library of Medicine (2018). Aging changes in the lungs.
  Retrieved from https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/004011.htm

Developed by: Abigail Mundy, Megan Reyes, and Chelsey Windl
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8th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Exploring Careers
Time Needed: 2 sessions of 30-40 minutes each, plus one longer session for the Career Fair 

Learning Objectives:
 Students will:
 •   Gain information about an occupation they are interested in pursuing
 •   Learn about occupations that interest their peers
 •   Learn about the diversity and prevalence of occupations which do or may involve    

  interaction with seniors
 •   Understand how to use online resources to access information about careers
 •   Understand how changing economic and societal needs influence employment trends   

  and future training

Materials:  
 •   Devices with access to the Internet and a document creating software, such as Microsoft   

  Word or  Google Docs, or paper for taking notes
 •   Poster board, markers, scissors, glue
 •   Other poster making supplies, as needed
 •   Access to a printer
 •   A large, open space for the Career Fair in Session 3
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8th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Exploring Careers (continued)

Procedure:  
 SESSION ONE:
 1.   Introduce the lesson by connecting to what students have been learning recently in 
   class. Ideally, they have already been discussing careers, etc. Generate some discussion 
   on what they know and perceive about careers if this has not already been a topic in 
   class. As a focusing point, counselors might also present demographic information on 
   the United States’ aging population (ex: https://www.indexmundi.com/united_states/  

  age_structure.html).
 2.  Students will log on to MNCIS or https://www.bls.gov/ooh/
 3.  Using the Occupation Finder on the website and other online resources, students will   

  find a job that interests them and collect the following information:
   a.  The title of the career you have chosen and a description of it:
    i.  Daily duties and tasks
    ii.  Equipment or technology needed
    iii.  Potential hours or shifts worked
   b.  The skills and abilities information for your career
   c.  Education and/or preparation needed for your job
    i.  E.g., a specific college major or training program
   d.  The pay information for your job, including:
    i.  The average or median annual salary or hourly rate
    ii.  Chances of increasing pay annually
    iii.  The minimum and maximum pay in the field
    iv.  The impact of further education
   e.  How you move up (advancement) in your job
   f.  Where you would work in your job
    i.  Setting (e.g., inside or outside)
    ii.  Location (urban/rural, a particular city or region, etc.)
   g.  The working conditions for your job, including benefits and drawbacks
   h.  The future outlook for your job
   i.  Conclusion/Final comments. List three main points we should remember about your  

   job and whether or not you think you might want to pursue this career, based on   
   your research from this project. (What about this occupation appeals to you?)

 4.  As students are working, be available to answer questions and redirect as necessary. 
   Students may have to search other online resources for the information needed for items   

  (e) through (h), and may need assistance in coming up with successful search terms.
 5.  This activity will most likely take the majority of the first session. Wrap up with a brief   

  processing of what they have learned, if time allows. This can include:
   a.  What did they learn, like, and dislike?
   b.  What kind of further training would they would need to gain employment in an   

   occupation that interests them?
   c.  Other information about the occupations they found that they thought was interesting?
   d.  The prevalence of jobs, especially healthcare jobs, that include some kind of    

   interaction with seniors.
   e.  The diversity of professions that involve some kind of senior care or interaction   

   with seniors.
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8th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Exploring Careers

Procedure (continued):  
 SESSION TWO:
 1.   The counselor starts with a summary of what happened in the last lesson, particularly   

  on what  takeaways the class shared with the larger group.
 2.  Students will start making their posters, making sure that all of the information that   

  they collected in the first session is represented on their poster.
 3.  The counselor should circulate, making sure that students are making progress on their 
   posters,  and collecting them when students are finished. Should students not finish 
   by the end of the designated time, the counselor and student can arrange for the    

  student to finish the poster either at home or during another time during the school   
  day.

 SESSION THREE:
 1.   Students will host a Career Fair for students in lower grades to attend and gain    

  information about the careers the 8th graders are presenting. Eighth graders will be set
   up with their posters around a cafeteria, gymnasium, or other large space and will 
   provide an overview of their chosen career based on the information on their poster to   

  the younger students as they circulate.
 2.  Younger students will complete a worksheet as they visit the posters. An example is   

  provided in the Appendices.
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8th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Exploring Careers (continued)

Evaluation:  
 •   Perception Data:
   •  The students learned new information and perceived that information to be useful.
   •  The classroom teachers found the lesson valuable and/or fitting with the rest of   

   their curriculum.
 •   Outcome Data:
   •  The students are able to describe the details of the career they researched, have   

   an idea as to whether or not they would enjoy doing that career, and can articulate   
   their reasoning.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   C:A1.1 - Develop skills to locate, evaluate and interpret career information
 •   C:B1.8 - Understand how changing economic and societal needs influence employment   

  trends and future training
 •   C:B2.1 - Demonstrate awareness of the education and training needed to achieve career   

  goals

Resources:  
 IndexMundi. (2018, January 20). United States age structure. 
  Retrieved from https://www.indexmundi.com/united_states/age_structure.html.
 United States Department of Labor. (2018, January 30). Occupational outlook handbook.
  Retrieved from https://www.bls.gov/ooh/
 Vermont Student Assistance Corporation. (n.d.) Career fair preparation activities for 
  middle schoolers. Retrieved from http://services.vsac. 

org/60Render?library=resources&name=Middle_School_Career_Fair_Handbook.pdf

Developed by: Abigail Mundy, Megan Reyes, and Chelsey Windl
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9th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Senior Care Careers in the Healthcare Field
Time Needed: 3 45-minute class sessions 

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Identify professions related to senior care in the healthcare field.
 2.  Identify characteristics of effective healthcare professionals.
 3.  Consider if any of the occupations covered in class are appropriate career paths for them.

Materials:  
 •   Devices with Internet access
 •   Projector and screen

Procedure:  
 1.   Introduce students to researching senior careers. A senior citizen is an elderly person 
   who has retired or is of retirement age. Senior care is providing assistance to senior   

  citizens in various settings such as nursing homes, hospitals, in-home, community living  
  places, etc.

 2.  Give students a pre-test.
   a.  Pre/post knowledge assessment:
    i.  List five careers in senior healthcare that you are currently aware of.
    ii.  List one place where you might work in senior healthcare.
    iii.  What level of education is required to work with seniors in healthcare?
 3.  Inform students over the next few days they will be exploring careers in the healthcare   

  field and specifically careers that relate to working in senior care.
 4.  Ask students, “What careers can you think of related to working with the elderly?”
 5.  Give students a list of some careers. (See Table 1 in Appendix.)
 6.  Have each student choose one career to explore.
 7.   Have students use the U. S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics website (www.bls.gov) to   

  create a  Google Slide Presentation containing the following information:
   a.  Slide 1: Career Name, Photo & Name
   b.  Slide 2: What do they do?
   c.  Slide 3: Work Environment
   d.  Slide 4: How do you become one?
   e.  Slide 5: Pay
   f.  Slide 6: Job Outlook
 8.  Have students present their presentations in class.
 9.  Perform the post-test.
   a.  Pre/post knowledge assessment:
    i.  List five careers in senior healthcare that you are currently aware of.
    iii.  What level of education is required to work with seniors in healthcare?
   b.  Compare student pre-test and post-test results.
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Evaluation:  
 •   Perception data:
   •  Pre/post knowledge assessment.
   •  List five careers in senior healthcare that you are currently aware of.
   •  List one place where you might work in senior healthcare.
   •  What level of education is required to work with seniors in healthcare?
   
 Criteria for grading    
   Slide 1: Career Name, Photo & Name  
   Slide 2: What do they do?
   Slide 3: Work Environment   
   Slide 4: How do you become one?
   Slide 5: Pay      
   Slide 6: Job Outlook
   Professionalism:     
   Presentation: Speaking Skills & Posture

ASCA Standards:  
 •   M 4 - Understanding that postsecondary education and lifelong learning are necessary   

  for long-term career success
 •   B-LS 9 - Gather evidence and consider multiple perspectives to make informed decisions
 •   B-SS 1 - Use effective oral and written communication skills and listening skills

Resources:  
 Health Occupations for Today and Tomorrow. (2016). Health care lesson plans. 
  Retrieved from http://healthcareers.sd.gov/lessonplans.aspx.
 Discovery Education. (2018). Careers in health. 
  Retrieved from http://www.discoveryeducation.com/teachers/free-lesson-plans/careers-in-

health.cfm.

Developed by: Stacy Quam, Elizabeth Stiernagle, Stephanie Emanuel, and Molly Serum
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10th GRADE LESSON PLAN
Activity Title: Interview a Professional in a Senior Healthcare Career
Time Needed: Two 45-minute class sessions 

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Students will learn how to conduct a professional interview.
 2.  Students will conduct an interview and document their findings.
 3.  Students will write a reflection paper about this experience.

Materials:  
 •   Computer
 •   Pen or pencil
 •   Paper
 •   Telephone

Procedure:  
 SESSION ONE:
 1.   Educate students on proper interview skills.
   a.  Discuss sample questions to ask the professional:
    i.  Why did you choose this career?
    ii.  Can you describe a day in the life of your career?
    iii.  How many years have you been in your career?
    iv.  Where did you get your degree and how many years did it take?
    v.  What is most important to you in your job?
    vi.  What are your most important career accomplishments?
    vii.  What do you like most about your career?
    viii.  What do you like least about your career?
    ix.  How many hours do you work each week?
    x.  What are your normal work hours each week?
    xi.  What challenges do you face in your career?
    xii.  Does this career support you well?
    xiii.  What is your career environment like?
   b.  Appropriate attire when interviewing face to face
   c.  Telephone etiquette when holding a phone interview
 2.  Students will partner up and perform mock interviews.
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10th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Interview a Professional in a Senior Healthcare Career

Procedure (continued):  
 SESSION TWO:
 1.   Ask students to identify an individual to interview in the senior healthcare field.
 2.  Have students schedule an interview with a practicing professional. 
 3.  Have students meet with the professional and conduct an interview via face to face or   

  telephone.
 4.   Instruct students to write a 2-3 page paper discussing the most important aspects of   

  their interview, using the following criteria:
   a.  Introductory Paragraph: Includes career, place of interview and individual    

   interviewed.
   b.  Supporting Paragraph 1: Includes information relating to what you found you like   

   about this career after the interview.
   c.  Supporting Paragraph 2: Includes information relating to what you found you do not  

   like  about this career after the interview.
   d.  Supporting Paragraph 3: Includes more general information you learned from this   

   interview.
   e.  Concluding Paragraph: Includes closing statements related to your experience   

   competing this interview.
   f.  Writing Skills: Students should demonstrate research skills, interview skills and   

   discuss attributes of healthcare workers in their paper.

Evaluation:  
 •   Outcome data:
   •  Students are able to identify three careers in the senior healthcare field and level   

   of education required to attain the career.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   M 6 - Positive attitude toward work and learning
 •   B-LS 7 - Identify long- and short-term academic, career, and social/emotional goals
 •   B-SS 3 - Create relationships with adults that support success

Resources:  
 Health Occupations for Today and Tomorrow. (2016). Health care lesson plans. 
  Retrieved from http://healthcareers.sd.gov/lessonplans.aspx.

Developed by: Stacy Quam, Elizabeth Stiernagle, Stephanie Emanuel, and Molly Serum
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11th GRADE LESSON PLAN

Activity Title: Is This the Right Fit for You?

Time Needed: Two 45-minute class sessions 
 Option 1: Shadow a Professional; four hours
 Option 2: College Program Research

Learning Objectives:
 1.   Students will observe a practicing professional to learn job responsibilities.
 2.  Students will identify job responsibilities, expectations, and pros and cons of the job.
 3.  Students will write a reflection paper based on their experiences.

Materials:  
 Transportation, internet access, computer, pen/pencil, paper

Procedure:  
Students will choose one of these options: Shadow a Professional or College Program Research
 Option 1 Procedure:
 1.   As a large group discuss the talking points below:
   a.  How to contact a professional to inquire about shadowing opportunities
   b.  Professionalism when shadowing a professional
   c.  Understanding the role/limitations as a shadow
 2.  Demonstrate how to research a preferred occupation to shadow.
   a.  Show students: https://www.onetonline.org/
 3.  Have students identify 2-3 professions that they would be interested in shadowing from the 
   list in Table 1 (see Appendix). Recommendation: School counselors may compile a list of   

  willing professionals in the area.
 4.  Instruct students to contact 2-3 practicing professionals inquiring about shadowing opportunities.
 5.  Have students schedule a day and time to shadow.
   a.  Students will shadow one practicing professional for two hours.
 6.  Provide students with a list of talking points.
   a.  Why did you choose this career?
   b.  Can you describe a day in the life of your career?
   c.  How many years have you been in your career?
   d.  Where did you get your degree and how many years did it take?
   e.  What is most important to you in your job?
   f.  What are your most important career accomplishments?
   g.  What do you like most about your career?
   h.  What do you like least about your career?
   i.  How many hours do you work each week?
   j. What are your normal work hours each week?
   k. What challenges do you face in your career?
   l.  Does this career support you well?
   m.  What is your career environment like?
 7.   Have students write a 2-3 page reflection paper after the shadowing process OR create a  

  short presentation describing their experience at the job shadow.
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11th GRADE LESSON PLAN 
Activity Title: Is This the Right Fit for You?

Procedure (continued):  
 Option 2 Procedure:
 1.   As a large group, discuss the talking points below:
   a.  How to contact a professional to inquire about shadowing opportunities.
   b.  Professionalism when shadowing a professional.
   c.  Understanding the role/limitations as a shadow.
   d.  Levels of education required for various health care careers.
   e.  Explore students current knowledge and understanding of college programs and   

   healthcare related careers.
 2.  Demonstrate how to research a college program within the healthcare field through the   

  College Board website.
   a.  Assist students in creating a personal account on the “College Board” website:
    https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/majors-careers
 3.  Have students identify two college healthcare programs to research the components below:
   a.  College name, logo and location
   b.  Program name, description, and degree level
   c.  Program content information
   d.  What you have to do to get admitted into the program?
   e.  What accreditations this program currently holds?
   f.  Required courses within this program
   g.  Tuition cost to complete this program
   h.  Any additional information the student finds interesting or valuable
 4.  Have students write a 2-3 page reflection paper after the research process OR create a   

  short presentation describing or comparing their research findings.

Evaluation
 •   Perception data: 
   •  The students have an in-depth understanding of a chosen profession or college   

   program in the senior healthcare field.
    •  Option 1: Learning job responsibilities, attitude towards the field, and effective   

    skills to  work with seniors in the healthcare field.
    •  Option 2: Learning about college programs in senior healthcare including   

    admission requirements, coursework, and graduation and job placements rates.

ASCA Standards:  
 •   M 2 - Self-confidence in ability to succeed
 •   B-LS 1 - Demonstrate critical thinking skills to make informed decisions
 •   B-SMS 7 - Demonstrate effective copings skills when faced with a problem
 •   B-SS 9 - Demonstrate social maturity and behaviors appropriate to the situation and   

  environment

Resources:  
 College Board. (n.d.). BigFuture [College planning resource]. Retrieved from
  https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/?affiliateId=FeaturedListing&bannerid=bigfuture_usearch
 Health Occupations for Today and Tomorrow. (2016). Health care lesson plans. 
  Retrieved from http://healthcareers.sd.gov/lessonplans.aspx.
 United States Department of Labor. (2018, April 17). O*NET OnLine [Career Database].
  Retrieved from https://www.onetonline.org/

Developed by: Stacy Quam, Elizabeth Stiernagle, Stephanie Emanuel, and Molly Serum
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APPPENDIX
 1.   Friendship skills
 2.  Tower of cup game instructions
 3.  Interest Inventory (Grade 5 activity)
 4.  Shoe (Find Your “Sole’ Mate)
 5.  Career Fair Worksheet 
 6.  Table 1: List of Healthcare Careers
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1.  Friendship Skills
Directions:

Read the list below and have students respond with definition/examples of how they can 
show a friendship skill to others.

 •   Empathy questions: How do you put yourself in someone else’s shoes?
   •  What kinds of behaviors do you use that show you know empathy?
 •   Nonverbal communication skills: ask class these questions to determine and show them  

  what nonverbal skills are.
   •  “Show me what you look like when you are a friend to someone else?”
 •   Positive emotional expression:
   •  “Who can show me what you look like when you are talking/playing with a friend?”
   •  “Can anyone tell me the similarities of nonverbal skills and positive emotions?”
 •   Manners: please and thank you’s, not interrupting, listening to those who are talking to   

  you, etc.
   •  Say the following to the class, “If you were the only person in the world, you 
    wouldn’t need manners. But there are lots of people in the world, and good    

   manners help everyone get along together.”
   •  Manners are the way; To brighten up my day; Please and thank you’s what I say; To   

   brighten up my day.
 •   Offering words of encouragement: This skill should be taught throughout the school day,  

  by acknowledging good behavior and encouraging positive behaviors in the classroom.
   •  Question: “How do you encourage and be nice to your friend?”
   •  Examples of encouraging actions: smile, laugh together, listening, eye contact, have   

   them help you, give a hug, be kind, show affection.

Definitions:
 •   Empathy
   •  Emotional sharing: experience feelings of distress because they observed a    

   stressful event.
   •  Empathetic concern: motivation to care for an individual who is vulnerable or   

   distressed.
   •  Perspective-talking: being able to put oneself in the mind of another and imagine   

   what that person is thinking or feeling.
 •   Nonverbal communication skills (introduce eye contact habits, etc.): Skills that are
   needed to convey appropriate behavior in everyday life without using words.
 •   Positive emotional expression: Being able to communicate intent and meaning through
   conveying positive body language.
 •   Manners: The main manners included with k-2 include, greetings, thank-you notes,
   respect, consideration, thoughtfulness and making good first impressions.
 •   Offering support of encouragement: to uplift; to give support to; to stimulate.
 •   Verbal communication skills (ability to effectively convey thoughts): being able to
   communicate effectively is a vital part of being a part of society. To teach students how
   to communicate well, do the following exercise listed below.
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2.  Tower of Cups game instructions
Process:
 •   Group class into small groups of five students each

Supplies:
 •   5-7 plastic cups of equal size (no handles)
 •   one rubber band (must fit around one plastic cup)
 •   5 pieces of string (approx. 24 inches long)
 •   5 large pieces of paper (approx. 2 ft. by 2 ft.)

Prep Instructions:
 •   Cut 5 pieces of string into approx. 24 inch pieces for each group
 •   Tie each piece of string to a rubber band (evenly spaced apart) - you will have what   

  looks like a five legged octopus
 •   Make one of these octopuses for every group of 5 students

Activity:
 •   Have each group circle around each other all throughout the room
 •   Place a large piece of paper in the middle of each group’s circle
 •   Give each group a stack of 5-7 cups and one “five legged octopus”
 •   Scatter the cups (face down) on the paper in the middle of each group’s circles

Directions for Groups:
 •   Build a tower of cups by working together! For the first round, have all cups face down   

  on the piece of paper
 •   Team members may not touch the cups with their hands, or any other part of their   

  bodies (even if a cup tips over)
 •   Each person must hold on to one of the strings that is attached to the rubber band
 •   The group can only use this rubber band “octopus” to pick up the cups and place them   

  on top of each other (by pulling and releasing the strings on the rubber band to place   
  around the cup)

 •   If there are less than 5 people on a team, select a team member to hold more than one   
  string

 •   To make more challenging, encourage students to avoid having their hands pass over   
  the large piece of paper

 •   If time permits, try doing several rounds of this activity. Possibly face all of the cups 
   upright for the second round. For the third round, have some cups upright and others   

  face down, or on their sides. Experiment!
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3.  Interest Inventory
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4.  Shoes (Find Your “Sole” Mate)
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5.  Career Fair Scavenger Hunt Worksheet
Please complete the Scavenger Hunt worksheet.

College and Career Training
Find two careers for each type or level of training/education you may need.

 Type or Level of Training/Education Career/Job Title   Career/Job Title

Associates Degree or Technical Training
License/Certification

Bachelor’s Degree

Master’s Degree or higher
(Doctorate Degree)

High Wage, High Skill, High Demand
Visit different booths and listen to the representative talk about what they do and determine 
if their career area has high wages (makes a lot of money), requires high level of skill (a lot of 
training after high school), or if there is a high demand for the career (a lot of job openings). Find 
four careers total.

 High Wage, High Skill, High Demand Career/Job Title     

1

2

3

4

Future Job Outlook
List three careers that are projected to grow fast.

1

2

3
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Skills
Find three careers that require computer skills.
1

2

3

Find two careers that require math.
1.

2.

Find two careers that involve science.
1.

2.

Find three careers that require reading and writing skills.
1.

2.

3.

Find two careers that require public speaking skills.
1.

2.

Find three careers that require physical activity.
1.

2.

3.

Find a career where knowledge of a second language would really help.
1.

Matching your interests and skills
1. Name a career at the fair that is the most interesting to you:

2. Why did you choose this one? 
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5.  Table 1: List of Healthcare Careers
TABLE 1:  
Doctors & Nurses Specializing in Fields:
   Allergist/Immunologist
   Anesthesiologist
   Cardiologist
   Dentist
   Dermatologist
   Emergency Physician
   Family Practitioner
   Gastroenterologist
   Hematologist
   Internist
   Medical Geneticist
   Neurologist
   Obstetrician/Gynecologist
   Oncologist
   Opthamologist
   Optometrist
   Orthopedic Surgeon
   Pathologist
   Physical Medicine and
   Rehabilitation
   Plastic Surgeon
   Podiatrist
   Psychiatrist
   Rheumatologist
   Radiologist
   Surgeon
   Urologist

Common Allied Health Professions:
Athletic Trainer
Audiology/Speech Pathologist
Blood Bank Technology Specialist
Cardiovascular Technologist
Clinical Laboratory Scientist/Medical
Technician
Counselor
Dental Hygienist
Dietician
Emergency Medical Technician
Genetic Counselor
Health Information Administrator
Medical Assistant
Medical Illustrator
Music Therapist
Nuclear Medicine Technologist
Occupational Therapist
Ophthalmic Medical Technician
Pathologists Assistant
Physician Assistant
Physical Therapist
Radiation Therapist
Rehabilitation Counselor
Respiratory Therapist
Social Worker
Surgical Technologist
Therapeutic Recreation Therapist
Pharmacist
Public Health
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